Top of 1st - WA
SHEARER Allana pitching:
-- PITT Lisa: Ball, Ball, Ball, Strike, PITT Lisa walked.
-- WASLIN Chloe: Strike, PITT Lisa to second, WASLIN Chloe hit sacrifice bunt to first, PITT Lisa to third.
-- ALVARADO Allanah: Ball, Ball, Strike, Ball, ALVARADO Allanah hit sacrifice fly to left, PITT Lisa scored.
-- ONLEY Holly: Ball, ONLEY Holly singled.
-- SPENCE Naomi: Ball, SPENCE Naomi grounded out to right.
End of Inning (1 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 1st - ACT
FORTE Alicia pitching:
-- BUNKER Caitlyn: Ball, Ball, Strike, Strike, BUNKER Caitlyn struck out swinging.
-- TOSIC Grace: Strike, Ball, Ball, Strike, TOSIC Grace hit sacrifice bunt to the catcher, TOSIC Grace to second.
-- ELDRIDGE Marissa: Strike, Strike, Ball, Strike, Strike, TOSIC Grace to third, TULLY Brittany safe at first on shortstop PITT Lisa's throwing error, TOSIC Grace scored.
-- WILLIAMS Jacinta: Ball, Ball, Foul, Ball, Ball, Ball, Ball, WATSON Emily doubled, TULLY Brittany to second, Foul, WILLIAMS Jacinta walked, TULLY Brittany to third.
End of Inning (1 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 2nd - WA
SHEARER Allana pitching:
-- WELLS Renee: Strike, Ball, Ball, Foul, WELLS Renee flied out to the catcher.
-- LANGE Lauren: Ball, Foul, Ball, LANGE Lauren grounded out to second.
-- FREZZA Sally: Strike, Ball, Strike, Strike, FREZZA Sally safe at first on second baseman BUNKER Caitlyn’s fielding error.
-- WATSON Emily: Strike, Ball, Strike, Ball, Foul, WELLS Renee to second, WATSON Emily singled, FREZZA Sally to second.
-- PITT Lisa: Strike, Strike, Ball, Strike, Ball, Ball, Ball, Ball, PITT Lisa doubled, FREZZA Sally scored, WATSON Emily scored.
-- WASLIN Chloe: Strike, Strike, Strike, Strike, Strike, Strike, Strike, Strike, WATSON Emily grounded out to right.
End of Inning (2 Runs, 2 Hits, 1 Errors)

Bottom of 2nd - ACT
FORTE Alicia pitching:
-- BARTHOLOMEW Holly: BARTHOLOMEW Holly grounded out to short.
-- PARDOE Laura: Strike, Ball, Ball, Ball, PARDOE Laura walked.
-- JOHNSON Casey: Strike, Foul, Ball, JOHNSON Casey struck out looking.
-- SHEARER Allana: Ball, Ball, Ball, Ball, Foul, Foul, SHEARER Allana struck out looking.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 3rd - WA
SHEARER Allana pitching:
-- ALVARADO Allanah: Ball, Ball, Strike, Ball, Ball, ALVARADO Allanah flied out to right.
-- ONLEY Holly: Strike, ONLEY Holly flied out to right.
-- SPENCE Naomi: Ball, Strike, Ball, SPENCE Naomi grounded out to short.
-- WELLS Renee: Strike, Ball, Foul, WELLS Renee flied out to short.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 3rd - ACT
FORTE Alicia pitching:
-- BUNKER Caitlyn: Ball, BUNKER Caitlyn flied out to short.
-- TOSIC Grace: TOSIC Grace grounded to the pitcher, TOSIC Grace to third.
-- ELDRIDGE Marissa: Strike, Ball, TOSIC Grace to second, Foul, Strike, Ball, Ball, Strike, Ball, Strike, SPENCE Naomi grounded out to short, TOSIC Grace to third.
-- TULLY Brittany: Strike, Strike, Foul, TULLY Brittany struck out swinging.
End of Inning (0 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 4th - WA
SHEARER Allana pitching:

-- LANGE Lauren: Game Edited - No Data, Game Edited - No Data.
-- FREZZA Sally: BUCKMASTER Mel relieved SHEARER Allana, Strike. FREZZA Sally hit sacrifice bunt to third, Game Edited - No Data.
-- WATSON Emily: Strike, Foul, WATSON Emily safe at first on third baseman ELDRIDGE Marissa's fielding error, Game Edited - No Data.
-- PITT Lisa: Ball, WATSON Emily to second, Foul, Foul, Ball, PITT Lisa struck out looking.
-- WASLIN Chloe: Foul, Ball, Strike, Foul, WASLIN Chloe struck out swinging.

End of Inning (1 Runs, 1 Hits, 1 Errors)

Bottom of 4th - ACT

FORTIE Alicia pitching:

-- WILLIAMS Jacinta: Ball, Strike, WILLIAMS Jacinta singled.
-- BARTHOLOMEW Holly: Foul, Strike, BARTHOLOMEW Holly struck out swinging.
-- PARDOE Laura: Strike, Foul, PARDOE Laura struck out swinging.
-- JOHNSON Casey: Ball, Ball, WILLIAMS Jacinta to second, Strike, Foul, Ball, JOHNSON Casey struck out swinging.

End of Inning (0 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Top of 5th - WA

BUCKMASTER Mel pitching:

-- ALVARADO Allanah: Ball, ALVARADO Allanah flied out to center.
-- ONLEY Holly: Strike, Foul, ONLEY Holly struck out looking.
-- SPENCE Naomi: Foul, Strike, Ball, SPENCE Naomi grounded out to the pitcher.

End of Inning (0 Runs, 1 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 5th - ACT

BOLLAND Taylor pitching:

-- BUCKMASTER Mel: Ball, Ball, Ball, Strike, BUCKMASTER Mel walked.
-- BUNKER Caitlyn: Strike, Ball, BUCKMASTER Mel to second, BUNKER Caitlyn tripled, BUCKMASTER Mel scored.
-- TOSIC Grace: Ball, Foul, Foul, Ball, TOSIC Grace on base by fielder's choice, BUNKER Caitlyn scored.
-- ELDRIDGE Marissa: Strike, Ball, TOSIC Grace to second, Foul, ELDRIDGE Marissa flied out to right.
-- TULLY Brittany: Strike, Ball, Foul, Foul, Ball, TULLY Brittany grounded out to short, TOSIC Grace to third.
-- WILLIAMS Jacinta: Ball, Ball, Ball, WILLIAMS Jacinta walked.
-- BARTHOLOMEW Holly: Strike, Strike, Foul, Ball, Ball, BARTHOLOMEW Holly struck out looking.

End of Inning (2 Runs, 1 Hits, 1 Errors)

Top of 6th - WA

BUCKMASTER Mel pitching:

-- WELLS Renee: Strike, Strike, Foul, Ball, WELLS Renee struck out swinging.
-- LANGE Lauren: Strike, LANGE Lauren grounded out to third.
-- FREZZA Sally: Ball, Foul, FREZZA Sally flied out to right.

End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

Bottom of 6th - ACT

BOLLAND Taylor pitching:

-- PARDOE Laura: Strike, Foul, PARDOE Laura grounded out to the pitcher.
-- WINDSOR Catrionia: Strike, Strike, WINDSOR Catrionia struck out looking.
-- BUCKMASTER Mel: Strike, Strike, BUCKMASTER Mel struck out swinging.

End of Inning (2 Runs, 1 Hits, 1 Errors)